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Kia ora koutou,

What a year and what a festival! Artists like making a splash - and Auckland Fringe 
2017 was certainly the biggest and wildest Fringy splash the people of Auckland 
have seen yet. 

In March, Auckland Fringe wound up its 2017 festival celebrating a hugely suc-
cessful event achieved by the commitment, dedication and sheer hard work of an 
arts sector determined to make it succeed.

In 2017, Auckland Fringe successfully supported 123 shows featuring 536 
artists, across 39 venues. This attracted audiences of over 23,056 through 
working alongside 19 key partners, and putting $273,542 back into artists’ 
pockets. One of the many ways we did this included dominating national media 
with 38 different media platforms talking Auckland Fringe across print, TV, radio 
and online. 

We’re just as proud of what the numbers don’t reveal, and that’s the amount of 
social, cultural and artistic exchange we saw happen over the three weeks. The 
vision for this year’s festival helped bring on board a wide range of programming, 
from professional companies including Silo Theatre and Theatre Stampede, to 
emerging artists from all walks of life. Fringe is committed to developing emerg-
ing artists and developing supportive platforms for them to present. This  com-
mitment supports and enables these artists to hone their craft and become the 
artistic leaders of the future, headlining at larger institutions including Auckland 
Arts Festival and Auckland Live. Fringe supports the creation of career trajectories 
for not only artists, but also technicians, administrators, producers and festival 
directors, and the support from these organisations reflects their understanding 
of the value of Auckland Fringe as part of the artistic ecosystem, not only locally in 
Auckland but also nationally and internationally.

In October 2016, Auckland Fringe faced the reality of not securing the funding 
required to enable the 2017 festival to go ahead. With that possibility on the table, 
we went out to the artistic community and asked, is Auckland Fringe important to 
you? And they came back with a resounding yes. So we did what artists do every 
day, the world over - we pulled our socks up and got on with it. As such we deliv-
ered a festival built from the ground up, with true community grit behind it. 

This was only made possible by a huge amount of commitment and energy from 
every person involved. Thousands of volunteer hours were given by the Director, 
Producer, Social Media Manager, trustees of the Fringe trust board and artists, 
who assisted in the running of the festival as well as presenting their own work. 
Although this was achieved by the phenomenal generosity and coming together 
of a community, it was also a once-off, born of the belief from everyone involved 
that the Fringe is of significant value to our city. We know, however, that this is not 
sustainable for the future of Auckland Fringe. We stand by and for artists, adminis-
trators and producers being paid what they are worth (or indeed, paid) and intend 

From the  
Director of 
Auckland Fringe
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to play a leadership role in the industry towards sustainability and living wage 
opportunities within the arts. 

Some of the many supporters and sponsors who made this possible include the 
phenomenal Alt Group who rebranded and reinvigorated Auckland Fringe, and 
Creative New Zealand who supported us in our darkest hour with a much needed 
Quick Response Grant. Creative New Zealand also successfully partnered with 
Auckland Fringe on their annual international delegates programme, Te Manu Ka 
Tau, raising the profile of New Zealand artists and the Fringe itself to international 
audiences, programmers and collaborators. This recognition of value from such a 
vital part of the industry is indicative of the level of commitment that the national 
arts sector has towards and for Auckland Fringe.

Other key partners included the ongoing and year-round support of Basement 
Theatre, Auckland Live and Q Theatre. We also worked alongside Auckland Arts 
Festival, Auckland Theatre Company, Fortune Theatre from Dunedin, Dunedin 
Fringe and Silo Theatre on presenting awards and ongoing touring possibilities for 
our artists.

In addition to the success of delivering this year’s festival, early 2017 saw the 
commencement of a full revitalisation of the Trust Board, with incoming board 
members committed to the vision of an annual Auckland Fringe festival event. 
This allows for a fresh perspective, and for the Trust and festival to shift into the 
next stage of its development.

It has been a huge pleasure to be at the helm of such a magnificent beast, and I 
look forward to continuing to work with key partners and stakeholders of Auckland 
to present an annual Fringe festival that the people of Auckland will be proud of. 

“Please please keep it coming. It’s a wonderful little artistic hurricane that blasts 
out the cobwebs. It’s a very welcome artistic adventure that Auckland needs.” - 
Audience member

Ngā mihi nui,

Lydia Zanetti
Director of 
Auckland Fringe

From the  
Director of 
Auckland Fringe
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Number of artists & participants involved: 536

Number of events/shows: 123
Number of performances: 462

Out of town shows: 19

Number of venues: 39
Number of new venues: 21

Number of free or koha shows: 33

Total attendances: 23,056
Total spent on Fringe tickets: $273,542

Email subscribers: 15,003
Facebook followers: 2,452 (Up 62% since 2015 Fringe)
Instagram followers: 1,333
Twitter followers: 3,834

Catch us on:

Facebook: https://www.facebook.com/akfringe/
Instagram: @aklfringe 
Twitter: @aklfringe
And at www.aucklandfringe.co.nz

Auckland Fringe 
2017: In a blink
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“The uniqueness of the productions. The vibrancy around the city. New 
experiences, new artists - a chance to explore new shows at more reasonable 
prices. A chance to celebrate Auckland’s diversity ... and some special overseas 
attractions.” — Audience Member

“I loved the opportunities it gave me to test out new work, and the professionalism 
of the entire process from registration to completion.” — Fringe Artist

“A communal gung-ho sense of support and enjoyment between artists, industry 
and public. A great variety of venues and presenters, and differing scales of work.” 
— Audience Member

“That it actually happened! It returned or rather started again from the purest 
essence of a Fringe - as a result of the artists and industry saying we’re not going 
to let anyone or anything stop us. It showed the love and commitment that the 
industry is capable of.” — Fringe Stakeholder

“Knowing all my newbie questions would be answered eventually but patiently by 
Lydia.” — Fringe Artist

“So much on! It also creates a great atmosphere in the city and creates 
opportunities for artists to create in such a welcoming and open environment.”  
— Audience Member

“Think this year had the best programme of work from such a wide range of 
exciting artists. It felt more like the international fringes I’ve attended.”  
— Audience Member

“The opportunity to try something new, take the risk, and see it pay off.”  
— Fringe Artist

“Performance was taken seriously by people who love and support performance. 
It was my first experience of New Zealand and it was fantastic.” — Fringe Artist

“I loved the range of shows on offer and seeing things like the Basement Salon 
- something that is unlike anything I’ve seen outside of Fringe. I loved that there 
was seemingly always something on.” — Audience Member

“I saw performers who were passionate about their art - who transported the 
audience to another place… I went to performances that I wouldn’t normally 
see. Shows were affordable, so I could experiment and take chances on going 
to shows I wouldn’t normally choose. My adult children and I went to shows 
together.” — Audience Member

“Everything! Many people have said this already, but the spirit of everyone 
mucking in to support each other (and Lydia) and make it happen regardless was 
really wonderful to be part of.” — Fringe Artist

“Its irreverence, its bravery and its independence!” — Fringe Stakeholder

What did you love 
about the 2017 
Auckland Fringe?
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Developed by the ever-industrious team at Basement Theatre, Auckland Fringe 
2017 hosted the inaugural Basement Salon season (inaugural because we 
know it’s got a bright future!). The Basement Salon was a solution to a wonderful 
problem – too many artists, not enough space – which provided a line-up of 
artists a space to perform every night for a week, with a new line-up of artists 
for each week of the three week Fringe. Each artist used their slot as a place 
of experimentation and audience testing, with audience free to come and go 
throughout the night.

Joining our oldest pal Auckland Live, leaders from the performing arts industry 
put all-new oomph behind their support of the Auckland Fringe, with Auckland 
Theatre Company, Basement Theatre, the Auckland Arts Festival, Dunedin Fringe 
and Fortune Theatre creating new artist development awards.

Conjured and lovingly pieced together by Auckland artist champion Nisha 
Madhan from Town Centre, the Town Meetings saw a series of artist-centred 
conversations and panel discussions held each week, forming a central focus for 
the Fringe artist community.

Since the last Auckland Fringe, Auckland Live’s Summer in the Square has gone 
from strength to strength, and this year Fringe embraced the opportunity to utilise 
the deck chairs and enjoy the eclectic and beautifully honed music programme 
in Aotea Square. In collaboration with Auckland Live we saw six free Fringe acts 
plant themselves in the Square for the enjoyment of Aucklanders, as well as 
holding our opening event there amongst food trucks and the funky sounds of 
Auckland blues icons, Hopetoun Brown.

In addition to the success of delivering this year’s festival, early 2017 saw the 
commencement of a full revitalisation of the Trust Board, with incoming new 
board members committed to the vision of an annual Auckland Fringe festival 
event.  

What was shiny 
and new in 2017
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Credit: WHB Sea Change, Elton McAleer

Credit: RUSHES, Oliver Crawford

Credit: RUSHES, Oliver Crawford
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2013

Under the auspices 
of Auckland Live then 
known as THE EDGE

2015

First Fringe delivered 
independently by the 
trust 

2017

Delivered independently 
by the incoming new trust 
and new Director

Total
attendance

59,252 10,000 23,056

Ticketed 
attendance

20,570 7,600 12,935

Artists and 
Participants 
involved

1,394 415 536

Venues involved 44 26 39

Income from 
tickets

$253,194 $62,000 $273,542

No. of events 109 58 123

Free events 28 11 33

Overview of 
the most recent 
Auckland Fringe 
festivals
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It all  
starts with  
the Artists

35 
Basement Salon  
Experimentalists

4 
Theatre Makers with  
Sea Legs

17 
Poets

102 
Wet Hot Beauties

9
Primary School Kids with 
Visions of the Future

2 
Proponents of Saying 
Something Nice

21
International Artists

17 
Aroha17 Festival  
of Ideas Artists

46 
Musicians

14
Podcast Makers

5 
Rapping Prodigal Sons

2 
Human Arcade  
Game Targets

2 
Singers of Power Ballads

24 
Comedians

46 
Theatre Devisors

15 
Cabaret Artists

10 
Premiering Te Pou  
Artists

7 
Al Fresco Visual Artists

2 
Dental Education  
Enthusiasts

17 
Public Activity 
Coordinators

6 
All-singing,  
All-dancing STDs

78 
Dancers

10 
Town Planners

2 
Love Couriers

19 
Theatrical  
Heavyweights

10 
River Talkers

10 
Shabbat Waiters
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Credit: COCO FOR ROCOCO, Peter Jennings

Credit: SPIRIT HOUSE, Meg Cumberpatch

Credit: REVOLT. SHE SAID. REVOLT AGAIN., 
Andi Crown Photography
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98% of artists felt supported by the Auckland Fringe team throughout the 
process.

78% of artists believe the Auckland Fringe gave them the opportunity to present 
or be involved in work that they might not have otherwise been able to.

98% of artists believe the Auckland Fringe is an accessible platform for everyone 
to be involved in the arts.

82% of artists want the Auckland Fringe to become annual.

93% of artists hope to take part in future Auckland Fringes.

“I was blown away with what Lydia managed to create for the Fringe... The whole 
team had a mood of collaboration and artist empowerment which was super cool 
to be a part of.” — Fringe Artist

“The Auckland Fringe holds true to what a Fringe Festival really is: a celebration 
of the arts that defies limitations, boundaries and unites a community of artists 
and spectators alike. Truly the spirit of the Fringe thrives in Auckland.” — Marjolein 
Robertson, Scotland-based comedian and 2017 Fringe Artist

“Fringe was amazing for the Auckland scene this year - there was an exciting 
buzz going on - and it was fantastic to see new artists making shows and 
established artists pushing themselves, none of which could happen without the 
Fringe.” — Fringe Artist

“The Fringe is a place that grows artists, develops key relationships for future 
collaborations and encourages growth and adventure in the arts and communities 
in general. Its no-holds-bar on what art is and can be makes the impossible 
happen and enables diversity and participation on every level an actuality rather 
than a discussion.” — Malia Johnston, Director of Best in Fringe Show, Rushes

Feedback from 
the 2017 Artists
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Upskilling Workshops and Other Development Opportunities

-   Marketing workshop in collaboration with Auckland Live and  
Basement Theatre.

-  International touring workshop with the directors of San Diego and 
Sydney Fringe Festivals. 

-  Town Meetings series from Fringe advocate Nisha Madhan, enabling 
networking and fermenting artistic exchange.

-  The Auckland Fringe played a key partner role in working with Creative 
New Zealand to deliver its International Delegate Programme, Te Manu 
Ka Tau, Flying Friends. Creative New Zealand chose the Auckland Fringe 
this year as one of its key platforms to showcase New Zealand work to 
international performing arts programmers and as a result several New 
Zealand shows have received invitations to perform overseas and a 
number of other artists are in conversation with presenters about future 
presentations. (Te Manu Ka Tau is a programme run by Creative New 
Zealand to bring international presenters and festival directors to New 
Zealand to meet and view work by New Zealand artists.)

-  10 shows also took part in either or both the concurrent New Zealand 
Fringe and Dunedin Fringe festivals.

Artist 
Opportunities
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Awards

2017 saw an incredibly committed panel of 19 industry practitioners cover every 
inch of the Festival to ensure that the hard work of Fringe participants was 
recognised. Here are just a few of the winners, and the major artist development 
awards, including two new awards and one reestablished award:

Best In Fringe Overall 
Rushes by Malia Johnston with Rowan Pierce & Eden Mulholland

Auckland Live Presentation Award 
Celebrates the creation of high-quality Fringe work that has the potential to reach 
wider audiences. Auckland Live works closely with the winning practitioners to 
raise and develop their profile, build marketing resources and broker industry 
relationships and build on successes. Auckland Live contributes a budget to co-
present and deliver a season in partnership with the company, and provides full 
venue, technical and marketing budget toward the presentation.
Awarded to Eleanor Bishop’s Jane Doe

New Award:
Auckland Theatre Company’s ‘Here & Now’ Award 
Recognises an outstanding Fringe work that is either created by young or 
emerging artists, or speaks directly to a young adult audience. The recipient of the 
Here & Now Award took up the opportunity to remount their work at the inaugural 
Here & Now Festival at the ASB Waterfront Theatre in April 2017. The recipients 
also received mentoring and production support for the Here & Now season of 
their show.
Awarded to Vanessa Crofskey for Sexts and Subtweets

New Award:
Basement Theatre, Dunedin Fringe & Fortune Theatre’s  
‘From Fringe to Fortune’ Award
Assists one lucky show performed at Basement Theatre during Auckland Fringe 
to perform in the 2018 Dunedin Fringe at the Fortune Theatre. The show chosen 
is given $1000 towards touring costs, free registration for the Dunedin Fringe, 
accommodation for the duration of their stay, marketing assistance, pre-tour 
mentoring from Basement Theatre, two weeks rehearsal space in Auckland and 
a fee waiver for performing at the Fortune in the Fringe season.
Awarded to Julia Croft for Power Ballad 

Brought Back From 2013 Fringe:
Auckland Arts Festival Award 
Awarded for the ongoing development and life of an outstanding production 
looking to tour in both New Zealand and overseas. The award includes $2,000 
and mentoring advice from the Auckland Arts Festival team.
Awarded to Stephen Bain for The Floating Theatre and Malia Johnston for Rushes.

Local Auckland artists took home 22 of the 26 of the awards on offer.

Artist 
Opportunities
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Our audience found themselves watching contemporary dance with a cat in their 
arms, singing karaoke en masse, housed in a theatre on a barge and wandering 
through eleven rooms made of paper – a total of 23,056 experiences were had 
within the diverse Auckland Fringe programme, with 12,236 of these attendances 
free or koha.

Who is the average Auckland Fringe punter?

- Lives in Central Auckland
- Is aged between 35 and 54
- Is employed full time
- Is female
- Is Pākehā
- Attends a cultural event once every few weeks
- Attended between two and three events at this year’s Fringe
- Average ticket price: $21.45
-  Average spend per person on food and drinks per attendance: $11 – $20

2017 Feedback:

96% of audience survey respondents experienced an event, installation or 
performance that they don’t believe they would have attended otherwise.

99% of audience survey respondents found the ticket prices affordable.

100% of audience survey respondents intend to return as an audience member  
to the next Auckland Fringe.

“So many shows and events to choose from! Each weekend of mine during the 
festival was loaded with shows and I could feel the creative genius within me 
soaring.” — Audience Member

“The pricing made it possible for younger audiences to also experience  
the arts too!” — Audience Member

“Amazing year! By far the strongest program and strongest awareness. First time 
I’ve really felt that Fringe vibe in the city. Showed how strong our independent 
artists are. Thank you for making it all happen!” — Audience Member

“Auckland Fringe, I am falling in love with you. I just went to the show Lookout and 
it was a theatre and life experience that I will remember for a long time. Not sure 
if you have good or bad reasons to have kids, but one of my reasons behind this 
crazy step in life was to not become an old grumpy human being but constantly 
be challenged by new ways of thinking and experiencing the world through the 
eyes of my children. Today I met Destiny, she is not my daughter but I had the 
pleasure to share her vision of the world and that was just a perfect moment.”
— Audience Member

Our Audience
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Credit: Auckland Fringe Opening Event, Oliver Crawford

Credit: BOX WARS, Oliver Crawford

Credit: FRESHMANS DANCE CREW, Nina Tamarua
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This year’s Auckland Fringe included locations that stretched well past the central 
Auckland boundary lines - from Leigh to Point England, Māngere to New Lynn.

As well as welcoming in all the keystone performing arts venues such as 
Basement Theatre, Auckland Live and Q Theatre, this Fringe brought a renewed 
focus on open access spaces managed by Panuku Development Auckland, Fresh 
Concept, Auckland Libraries and the Waitematā Local Board. The Wellesley Street 
East Restrooms and Barista Cat Cafe in the central city were rather delightful too.

21 New Venues in 2017

Te Pou Theatre (New Lynn), Mika Haka Studios (Mt Roskill) , Garnet Station 
(Westmere), West End Rowing Club (Avondale), Leigh Sawmill (Leigh), Samoa 
House (Karangahape Road), Everybody’s (Auckland CBD), Thirsty Dog (Newton), 
Brothers Beer (Auckland CBD), Backbeat (Karangahape Road), Barista Cats 
(Auckland CBD), BEOP Studio (Eden Terrace), Ellice Road (Auckland CBD), Encore 
Cabaret (Karangahape Road), Kingseat Hospital (Karaka), Cross St Studios 
(Karangaphape Road), Silo 6 (Wynyard Quarter), Te Wero Island Containers 
(Viaduct Harbour, Auckland CBD), The Spreading Tree (Grafton), Viaduct Marina 
(Auckland CBD), Wellesley St East Restrooms (Auckland CBD)

14 Venues Located Outside the Central City

Te Pou Theatre (New Lynn), Mika Haka Studios (Mt Roskill) , Garnet Station 
(Westmere), West End Rowing Club (Avondale), Leigh Sawmill (Leigh), BEOP 
Studio (Eden Terrace), Kingseat Hospital (Karaka), Auckland Theatre Company 
Studio (Balmoral), Māngere Arts Centre (Māngere), Point England Reserve (Point 
England), Parnell Baths (Parnell), TAPAC (Western Springs), Pumphouse Theatre 
(Takapuna), The Spreading Tree (Eden Terrace)

2017 Feedback:

96% of audience and artists surveyed believe Auckland became a more vibrant 
and exciting city to live in during the Auckland Fringe.

92.5% of audience and artists surveyed felt a sense of inclusiveness and a 
celebration of difference in the Auckland Fringe.

“There’s something about Fringe that just makes the city come alive for two weeks, 
in ways that I don’t see with other festivals - I think it has to do with the variety of 
venues involved as well as all of the great content of course. Fringe encourages me 
to discover new places in the city that I wouldn’t usually go to, and to step out of my 
comfort zone. There’s something about the experience across the festival as a whole 
that gives me a sense of Auckland’s distinctive identity - it starts conversations about 
who we are and where we’re going as a community.” — Audience Member

“Evening well spent running around the city in the rain searching for clues and 
befriending strangers; thanks for the randomness Fringe Fest ✌ #aklfringe” — 
emily_jane_

Up and at ‘Em 
Auckland
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After missing out on funding totalling $135,400 in the lead up to the 2017 festival, 
the Auckland Fringe found itself in a difficult financial position. Fringe Director 
Lydia Zanetti called on the artist community to find out if the event was as 
important to them as it was to her, and was met with vocal support. 

Harnessing the support of the arts sector, Creative New Zealand and vital sector 
allies, as well as the energy of artists and audiences themselves, the Fringe 
forged ahead with restricted financial means, and achieved significantly higher 
outcomes than the previous Auckland Fringe Festival in 2015.

Please note these figures are GST exclusive and covering the period of October 
2016 - March 2017 only.

Income from funding and grants: $7,500
Income from event registrations: $14,893.64
Total income: $22,393.64     

Total expenditure on marketing and publicity: $3,101.12
Total expenditure on Fringe staff: $15,400
Total expenditure on administration: $679.46
Total expenditure on production: $2,696.77
Total expenditure on this year’s Auckland Fringe: $21,877.35

Further in kind support: $40,345.44

Total budget, including in kind support: $62,222.79

Gross box office revenue: $273,542
Straight back into artists’ pockets (minus ticketing charges)

Total attendances: 23,056

Money Matters
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Registration fees

In order to participate in the Auckland Fringe, each show or event pays a 
registration fee of between $100 and $250, depending on whether the event is 
free, koha, ticketed less than $25, or ticketed over $25.

Registration fees compared with our sibling Fringe festivals:

Auckland Fringe: $100 - $250
Dunedin Fringe: $100 - $250
New Zealand Fringe (Wellington): $100 - $300
Adelaide Fringe: AU$210 - $395 
Sydney Fringe: AU$218 - $401
Edinburgh Festival Fringe: £96 - £393.60

For the registration fee, Auckland Fringe provides:

-  Marketing promotion and support, as part of the Fringe umbrella and 
including individual listings on the Auckland Fringe website, in Auckland 
Fringe e-news and on all social media channels.

-  Inclusion in the umbrella Auckland Fringe publicity campaign, including 
press releases and connections with press.

-  Producing advice and support direct from the Fringe team.

-  Networking opportunities with national and international artists and 
presenters.

-  Touring advice from Auckland Fringe, and a workshop/meet and greet 
with San Diego and Sydney Fringe Festivals.

-  Judging panel and awards celebration on the closing night of the Festival.

-  Fringe passes which provide every artist with standby tickets to (almost) 
all other Auckland Fringe shows.

Money Matters
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Auckland Fringe’s marketing campaign was lean but effective, and mainly focused 
on online activity. A lack of financial resources meant a focus on eschewing 
traditional methods. Instead of a traditional printed programme, Auckland Fringe 
was live 24 hours a day on its website and across all social media platforms. This 
reflected the spontaneous and flexible nature of the Fringe festival, and will prove 
to be a useful blueprint for forming sustainable, digitally focussed marketing 
campaigns for future Fringes.

Recognising the value in aligning their brand with the Auckland Fringe, and 
in representation of their belief in the event, leading design agency Alt Group 
provided a full rebrand and campaign design for the 2017 Auckland Fringe, which 
played off the do-it-yourself attitude of this year’s Festival. Valued at $30,000, 
$24,000 worth of this work was provided as sponsorship by Alt.

Augmenting the marketing, the Fringe invested time in publicity and overall 
received good coverage  across the media landscape:

Print
New Zealand Herald
Express Magazine
Paperboy
Sunday Star Times
Western Leader
Eastlife
Auckland Council’s Our Auckland
Metro
New Zealand Listener
North & South
Mana Magazine
DANZ Magazine
Rural Living

Television
Newshub
The Cafe

Radio
RNZ National - Standing Room Only
RNZ National - Sunday Morning
RNZ Concert - Upbeat
Planet FM
bFM
Radio Live

Online
The Pantograph Punch
Stuff.co.nz
Concrete Playground
Urban List Auckland
Keeping Up With NZ
The Big Idea
Noted
M2 Magazine
Auckland Council’s Our Auckland
The Wireless
Vagrants
Heart of the City
Glory Days Magazine
Theatreview
Theatrescenes
NZ Dance News

Marketing & 
Media Mentions
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Director: Lydia Zanetti
Producer: Helen Sheehan
Social Media Coordinator: Grace Maguire

Publicity: Michelle Lafferty, Bex Martelletti & Nicole Stevens at Elephant Publicity
Design: Zoe Ikin at Alt Group
Videography: Monster Valley
Photography: Ollie Crawford and Lucie Everett-Brown

Board of Trustees:
Rae Baker
Amy Saunders

With thanks to: Helaina Keeley, John Brockies, Craig Cooper, Sally Barnett, 
Catherine George, Michael Keating, Gabrielle Vincent, Elise Sterback, Ronnie 
Livingstone, Sarah Graham, Debs McSmith, Candice de Villiers, Janelle Bish, 
Anders Falstie-Jensen, Georgina Cervin, Sarah Dyck, Sahar Lone, Bernie Haldane, 
Ben Corban, Dean Poole, Zoe Ikin, Karl Sheridan, Michelle Lafferty, Angela 
Everson, Phil Jobbins, Kate Ward-Smythe, Dan Collins, Chloe Swarbrick, Matthew 
Crawley, Taylor MacGregor, Ruby Reihana-Wilson, Lara Fischel-Chisholm, Sophie 
Roberts, Nisha Madhan, Nicky Vella, Jamie Johnstone and Alyce Stampa.

With heartfelt thanks to Creative New Zealand and Foundation North for their 
funding and support:

Our Partners and Sponsors: Old friends and new

Alt Group
Aroha17 Festival of Ideas
Auckland Arts Festival
Auckland Live
Auckland Pride Festival
Auckland Theatre Company
Q Theatre
Basement Theatre
Brother’s Beer
DANZ

Dunedin Fringe
Elephant Publicity
Fortune Theatre
iTicket
Kiwi Crew
Monster Valley
New Zealand Fringe Festival
Phantom Billstickers
Silo Theatre

The survey findings in this report were based on surveys conducted  
after the 2017 Auckland Fringe:

Audience survey: 118 respondents
Artist survey: 75 respondents

Who we are
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Credit: CALVET, Lydia Zanetti

Credit: THE LAST MAN ON EARTH IS TRAPPED 
IN A SUPERMARKET, Chelsea Jade

Credit: LOOKOUT, Oliver Crawford
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“Please please keep it coming. It’s a wonder-
ful little artistic hurricane that blasts out the 
cobwebs. It’s a very welcome artistic adven-
ture that Auckland needs.”

– Audience member


